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                                            a`!D3*,/!A,&31,5!!&"%:6()4'*E&()4',6"'>)4$(96';"73&<%,(3)!WX=U!#,6&'(10$!P/(-$'*()9!R'$**5!V^^V[U!_a7!a"!E&(17!aL!E&(1U!_a7!_^!E&(17!_S!E&(17!
! b^!
.<!$-.%3)(./!(/!)+$!'$%,)(./*+(2!&$):$$/!6(/(*)$'*!,/1!)+$('!4./0'$0,/)*7!!E)!2'.<.3/1%9!4+,/0$1!)+$!/,)3'$!.<!)+$!:,9!2'($*)*!(/)$',4)$1!:()+!)+$!%,()95!0(-(/0!(/).!)+$!+,/1*!.<!)+$!%,()($*5!6.'$!'$*2./*(&(%()9!<.'!)+$!(/)$'2'$),)(./!,/1!,22%(4,)(./!.<!1.4)'(/$7!8+$!F'$,)!H:,;$/(/0!:,*!,!R'.)$*),/)!6.-$6$/)!)+,)!&$0,/!(/!)+$!S`b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c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




                                            _b!]$6$'5!VE<%)(9<'%)#',6"';6",3&(:'37'83$"&%,(3)5!L7!_Z!N',/;!O,6&$')5!Z)+"),()4',6"'/2&"%,'HC%B")()41'WR'(/4$)./U!R'(/4$)./!P/(-$'*()9!R'$**5!SLLL[U!VSTVV7!_a!E&(1U!""7!__!H*!M3.)$1!&9!N',/;!O,6&$')!(/!E&(17!_`!N',/;!O,6&$')5!BeR$1%,'!(/!g(-(/()9UC!F$.'0$!A+()$<($%1!,/1!)+$!F'$,)!H:,;$/(/05!S`b`TS`Za5C!DHV7!f.%7!``5!X.7!b!Wg$475!SLL^[U!"SVT"b`7!
! bV!
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`^!!]$-(-,%(*)!6(/(*)$'*!%(;$!A+()$<($%1!:$'$!:$%4.6(/0!,4'.**!)+$*$!$)+/(4!,/1!1$/.6(/,)(./,%!%(/$*7!!E)!(*!)+$'$<.'$!$,*9!).!3/1$'*),/1!:+9!'$-(-,%(*6!:,*!*.!*344$**<3%!(/!)+$!4.%./($*5!:+$'$!/.!*(/0%$!4+3'4+!$<<$4)(-$%9!6,/,0$1!).!$*),&%(*+!+$0$6./97!!!8+$!F'$,)!H:,;$/(/0!,%*.5!,*!Y./!G3)%$'!$%.M3$/)%9!1$6./*)',)$*5!'$/$:$1!(/)$'$*)!(/!2($)9!,/1!'$%(0(.3*!%(<$!,4'.**!)+$!G'()(*+!H6$'(4,/!4.%./($*7`S!!E)!+,1!,!*(0/(<(4,/)!(62,4)!./!)+$!/,)3'$!.<!'$%,)(./*+(2*!&$):$$/!6(/(*)$'*!,/1!)+$('!4./0'$0,/)*7!!E)*!$62+,*(*!./!)+$!2,')(4(2,/)*?!2$'*./,%!'$%,)(./*+(2!:()+!F.1!,/1!)+$!(62.'),/4$!.<!)+$!4./-$'*(./!$>2$'($/4$!.-$'!$44%$*(,*)(4,%!$'31()(./!23)!6.'$!2.:$'!,/1!'$*2./*(&(%()9!<.'!*2'$,1(/0!'$%(0(.3*!6$**,0$*!(/!)+$!+,/1*!.<!)+$!%,()97!!8+(*!6$,/)!)+,)!4./0'$0,/)*!:$'$!<,'!6.'$!%(;$%9!).!4+,%%$/0$!)+$('!6(/(*)$'*!)+,/!)+$('!2'$1$4$**.'*!+,1!&$$/7`V!




                                            `b!O,6&$')5!Z)+"),()4'/,6"'2&"%,'HC%B")()4.1!VS7!`Z!E&(17!
! bZ!
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`a!!8+$!(/<%3>!(/).!)+$!G'()(*+!H6$'(4,/!4.%./($*!.<!/36&$'*!.<!/./TH/0%(4,/*!:+.!*.30+)!'$<30$!<'.6!'$%(0(.3*!'$2'$**(./5!+.:$-$'5!6,1$!()!,%%!&3)!(62.**(&%$!<.'!,/9!./$!4+3'4+!).!,4+($-$!1.6(/,/4$7`_!!!8+$!#+3'4+!.<!J/0%,/15!2,')(43%,'%95!<,4$1!,/!32+(%%!&,))%$5!*(/4$!,)!%$,*)!):.T)+('1*!.<!)+$!4.%./(*)*!(1$/)(<($1!,*!1(**$/)$'*5!,%%!:()+!)+$('!.:/!0.,%*!,&.3)!)+$!2'.2,0,)(./!.<!'$%(0(./!,/1!,/!(/+$'$/)!'$*(*),/4$!).!$*),&%(*+$1!4+3'4+$*7``!!!8+$!#+3'4+!.<!J/0%,/1?*!+($','4+9!$>$'4(*$1!*.6$!2',06,)(*6!:()+!'$0,'1!).!()*!2'.2,0,)(./!,4)(-()($*!(/!)+$!X$:!A.'%15!*34+!,*!/.)!%$,/(/0!./!()*!6(**(./,'($*!).!23'*3$!)+$!4,)$4+(*6!.<!*%,-$*5!:+$/!()!'$4.0/(I$1!)+,)!)+.*$!,4)(./*!4.3%1!2'.-$!+,'6<3%!).!)+$('!6(**(./,'9!0.,%*7!!8.!4,)$4+(I$!*%,-$*!,0,(/*)!)+$!:(*+$*!.<!)+$('!6,*)$'*5!<.'!(/*),/4$5!6$,/)!)+,)!)+$!2%,/),)(./!.:/$'*!:+.!4./)'(&3)$1!).!H/0%(4,/!6(**(./,'($*?!*,%,'($*!6(0+)!&$4.6$!%$**!(/4%(/$1!).!%$/1!
                                            `a!G./.6(5!W)#"&',6"'N3L"'37'V"%+")5!SLa7!`_!E&(1U!baTb_\!R$*),/,5!!&3,"9,%),'><L(&"5!"7!``!G./.6(5!W)#"&',6"'N3L"'37'V"%+")5!SLa7!
! ba!
)+$('!<(*4,%!,/1!2.%()(4,%!*322.')7`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`Z^5!./!)+$!1,/0$'*!.<!)+$!3/4./-$')$1!6(/(*)$'5!,%./0!:()+!+(*!<,(%3'$!).!,1$M3,)$%9!1(*)(/03(*+!+(6*$%<!<'.6!3/)3).'$1!()(/$',/)*5!,%($/,)$1!+(6!<'.6!&.)+!)+$!J*),&%(*+6$/)!#+3'4+!,/1!)+$!6.'$!)',1()(./,%5!*4+.%,'%9!1(**$/)$'!4%$'097`L!!H)!./$!2.(/)5!G.*)./!#./0'$0,)(./,%(*)!#+,'%$*!#+,3/49!*2$4(<(4,%%9!4,%%$1!32./!A+()$<($%1!).!$>2%,(/!+.:!+(*!,1-.4,49!.<!)+$!4./-$'*(./!$>2$'($/4$!.-$'!,%%!$%*$!:,*!4.62,)(&%$!:()+!)+$!#+3'4+!.<!J/0%,/1?*!8+(')9TX(/$!H')(4%$*5!:+(4+!
                                            `"!#+'(*).2+$'!O$*%($!G'.:/5!=3&%$'N%L(,%$0'A3E)#%,(3)9'37'?&(,(96'HG3$(,(3)(9<!W#+,2$%!Q(%%U!P/(-$'*()9!.<!X.')+!#,'.%(/,!R'$**5!V^^_[U!_`T_"7!`L!c4)7!VS5!S`Z^5!g,-(*5!$175!25D5!Z"^!
! b_!
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
                                            "^!#+,'%$*!#+,3/495!BH!O$))$'!).!)+$!]$-$'$/1!K'7!A+()$<($%1!R3&%(4,%%9!#,%%(/0!P2./!Q(6!).!f(/1(4,)$!+(*!#./134)5!.'!#./<$**!Q(*!N,3%)*C!WG.*)./5!S`Za[U!V7!!"S!H'4+(&,%1!#366(/0*!).!G(*+.2!F(&*./5!R+(%,1$%2+(,5!X.-7!S`5!S`bL5!A!5!f.%7!fEEU!F$/$',%!#.''$*2./1$/4$5!R$//*9%-,/(,5!S_"^TS`_VU!<<7!VZ_TVZ`!,/1!H'4+(&,%1!#366(/0*!).!G(*+.2!F(&*./5!R+(%,1$%2+(,5!H307!VL5!S`Z^5!E&(1U!<<7!VZL7!ORO7!
! b`!
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c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"^*+D]T!!O.B!MB.8.&!.R;(&8.8!/C.0!53.!&.R5!<.C.&5..&!).(0<,!4&!;(05!/&!7(&8<!;>0=3(<.8!60/9!53.!L.&(;.,!/0!S.7(B(0.!;./;7.D!!P3.!S>5=3!<.557.0<,!6/0!53.40!;(05,!3(8!(!5>9>75>/><!0.7(54/&<34;!B453!53.!L.&(;.,!=>794&(54&1!4&!B(06(0.!(&8!(!9(<<(=0.!/6!53.!O(54C.!@9.04=(&!;/;>7(54/&!A.5B..&!"^*c!(&8!"^]*D!!P3.!S>5=3!0.1(4&.8!=/&50/7!/6!53.!(0.(!4&!"^TT,!;>554&1!(&!.&8!5/!53.!.R;(&<4/&!/6!O.B!MB.8.&D]^!!P3.0.!B.0.!</9.!<=(55.0.8!H&174<3!<.557.0<!.(074.0!4&!53.!=.&5>0),!A>5!53.!640<5!;.09(&.&5!H&174<3!<.557.9.&5!B(<!.<5(A74<3.8!4&!53.!948Q"^+c<,!(A/>5!5B.&5)!).(0<!(65.0!(!"^^]!10(&5!60/9!e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









                                            TT!%A48a!^#D!T^!%A48a!^UD!
! "++!
2345.64.78!53.&!B.&5!/&!5/!O.B!E.0<.),!(004C4&1!4&!?>074&15/&!/&!O/C.9A.0!"*,!"#*U!5/!;0.(=3!5/!(!94R.8!=0/B8D!!2345.64.78!B(<!5/78!53(5!45!B(<!=/99/&,!4&!53.<.!<45>(54/&<,!6/0!X84<<.&5.0<!(&8!=/&6/094<5<Y!5/!XB/0<34;!(5!8466.0.&5!549.<,!(&8!4&!53.!<(9.!;7(=.DY!!2345.64.78!B0/5.!4&!34<!V/>0&(7,!XK3,!53(5!53.!;(05454/&QB(77!B.0.!A0/F.&!8/B&,!(&8!B.!(77!B453!/&.!3.(05!(&8!/&.!94&8!=/>78!17/046)!/>0!=/99/&!L/08!(&8!M(C4/0!E.<><!N304<5nYT#!!@<!;(05!/6!53.!V/>0&(7<!53(5!(;;.(0.8!4&!.R=.0;5.8!6/09!4&!53.!&.B<;(;.0<!(&8!B.0.!0.;04&5.8!9>754;7.!549.<!(<!C/7>9.<,!2345.64.78G<!.C/=(54/&!/6!jJ0/5.<5(&5k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








                                            ^*!%A48D!^]!L..,!^'X0,'./'=0%/0%031"12=0%2@0%/0%09(%(',!***D!^T!@0=34A(78!N>994&1<!5/!?4<3/;!-4A</&,!J347(8.7;34(,!O/CD!"#,!"#*U,!F4,!b/7D!b%%a!-.&.0(7!N/00.<;/&8.&=.,!J.&&<)7C(&4(,!"^+cQ"#^$a!66D!$]^Q$]#D!LJLD!
! "U"!
.&84&1!&/5!<.0C4&1!349!(5!(77,!(5!7.(<5!4&!;>A74=DY^^!!@;;.&8.8!5/!534<!<.09/&!B(<!(!7.55.0!5/!53.!?4<3/;!4&!B34=3!N>994&1<!.R;0.<<.8!=/&=.0&<!(A/>5!8.64(&=.!A)!(&/53.0!;0.(=3.0!(&8!(A/>5!53.!;0.<.0C(54/&!/6!N304<54(&!l&45)D!!!%&!45,!3.!8.<=04A.8!(&!4&=48.&5!B3.0.4&!(!;(04<34/&.0!A0/>135!X</9.!-.&57.9(&Y!5/!34<!3/><.!(&8!.66.=54C.7)!(<F.8!(A/>5!N>994&1<G<!<(&=54/&!5/!;0.(=3!4&!J347(8.7;34(D!!P3.!>&&(9.8!-.&57.9(&!<(48!5/!N>994&1<,!X_/>!(0.!&/5!f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




                                            ^+!@7.R(&8.0!'(7=/79!5/!?4<3/;!-4A</&,!'(0A7.3.(8,!E>7)!^,!"#]#,!F4,!b/7D!ba!-.&.0(7!N/00.<;/&8.&=.,!'(<<(=3><.55<,!"#*cQ"#Tca!66D!*cTQ*c^D!LJLD!^U!@0=34A(78!N>994&1<!5/!?4<3/;!-4A</&,!J347(8.7;34(,!@>1D!$U,!"#]c,!F4,!b/7D!b%%a!-.&.0(7!N/00.<;/&8.&=.,!J.&&<)7C(&4(,!"^+cQ"#^$a!66D!$]UD!LJLD!#c!@7.R(&8.0!I/B4.!5/!?4<3/;!-4A</&,!K=5D!"U,!"#*U,!%A48a!66D!$]+D!LJLD!#"!?/&/94,!Z2@'.0()'031Q'0150A'%8'2,!$]D!#$!%A48D!
! "U*!
53.!S>5=3!f.6/09.8!N3>0=3D#*!!M5>)C.<(&5!B(<!=/&=.0&.8!(A/>5!84</08.0!4&!53.!N/7/&)!(&8!<(B!4&<54774&1!53.!3.1.9/&)!/6!53.!f.6/09.8!N3>0=3!(<!(&!(&548/5.,!9>=3!(<!53.!7.(8.0<34;!/6!53.!MJ-!<(B!4&<54774&1!@&174=(&!3.1.9/&)!4&!?0454<3!@9.04=(&!=/7/&4.<!(<!;(0(9/>&5D!!H(074.0!5/7.0(&=.!6/0!84<<.&5.0<!\>4=F7)!.C(;/0(5.8!>&8.0!M5>)C.<(&5G<!(894&4<50(54/&D!I.!8.&4.8!(!10/>;!/6!-.09(&!L>53.0(&<!(!=3(05.0!6/0!53.40!=3>0=3!(&8!80/C.!g>(F.0<!/>5!/6!53.!N/7/&)!(5!(&)!/;;/05>&45),!4&!;(05!A)!;7(=4&1!<.C.0.!<(&=54/&<!(1(4&<5!53.9D!P3.!(004C(7!/6!5B.&5)Q530..!E.B<!60/9!?0(:47!=0.(5.8!(!;(054=>7(0!;0/A7.9D!!@753/>13!(&!(&54QM.945.,!M5>)C.<(&5!848!&/5!B(&5!5/!(;;.(0!>&<)9;(53.54=!5/!B3(5!53.)!3(8!.R;.04.&=.8!4&!?0(:47!(5!53.!3(&8<!/6!53.!f/9(&!N(53/74=!J/05>1>.<.D#]!!P3.!=/&\>.<5!/6!S>5=3!?0(:47!4&!"^T]!A)!(&!(09)!/6!J/05>1>.<.!?0(:474(&<!6/77/B4&1!(!&4&.Q).(0!XB(0!/6!74A.0(54/&Y!3(8!9(8.!53.!=/7/&)!4&3/<;45(A7.!5/!E.B<d!;.0<.=>54/&!7.8!9(&)!/6!53.<.!E.B<!5/!67..,!B4&84&1!>;!4&!S>5=3!O.B!_/0FD#T!!M5>)C.<(&5!10>814&17)!(89455.8!53.9,!A>5!8.&4.8!53.9!9/<5!/6!53.!04135<!53(5!B.0.!(66/08.8!=454:.&<D#^!!!%&!"^#],!53.!N/7/&)!B(<!50(&<6.00.8!5/!H&174<3!=/&50/7D!!?)!53.!549.!/6!2345.64.78G<!C4<45,!O.B!_/0F!3(8!(!=/&<48.0(A7.!H&174<3!;0.<.&=.!53(5!B(<!&/5!/&7)!













                                            +]!%A48d!@8C.054<.9.&5,!D^,!%<<>.!"U"U!ZS.=D!$TQE(&D!",!"#]"[a!$D!+T!E/>0&(7!H&50),!"T!O/CD!"#*U,!4&!S(C4<,!.8,!*+,,!*]]!
! "U#!
94<<4/&(0)!.66/05<!4&!53.!=/7/&4.<D!!%5!;/5.&54(77)!>&8.094&.8!b.<<.)G<!=0.84A4745)!(&8!;(4&5.8!349!(<!/>5Q/6Q5/>=3!4&5.07/;.0,!(&8!45!;(&8.0.8!5/!53/<.!(9/&1!2345.64.78G<!6/77/B.0<!B3/!84<50><5.8!.R5.0&(7!<50>=5>0.<!4&!53.40!=3>0=3!1/C.0&(&=.D!!@<!9>=3!(<!2345.64.78!</>135!5/!=/&50/7!53.!8.C.7/;9.&5!/6!34<!/B&!;>A74=!49(1.,!3.!(7</!=0.(5.8!53.9!6/0!53/<.!B453!B3/9!3.!4&5.0(=5.8d!.<;.=4(77)!B3.&!53/<.!4&5.0(=54/&<!848!&/5!1/!B.77!6/0!2345.64.78D!2345.64.78!6>053.0!(&5(1/&4:.8!b.<<.)!A)!=(774&1!349!/>5!(<!(!3);/=045.!B3.&!53.!N/994<<(0)!=3(01.8!349!B453!A0.(F4&1!34<!/(53!(&8!A0.(F4&1!53.!N(&/&D!!I.!0.94&8.8!53.!N/994<<(0)!53(5!34<!/B&!60.\>.&54&1!/6!;>A74=!3/><.<!C4/7(5.8!53.!N(&/&D!!K&=.!(1(4&,!A)!0.;0/8>=4&1!534<!.R=3(&1.!4&!;04&5,!2345.64.78!;(4&5.8!349<.76!(<!53.!50>.!>;3/78.0!/6!N3>0=3!8/=504&.!(&8!9/0(7<D!!b.<<.)!(&1047)!(==><.8!2345.64.78!/6!X9(F4&1!(!84<5>0A(&=.!4&!J347(8.7;34(,Y!(!=/99/&!=3(01.!9(8.!A)!2345.64.78G<!=0454=<D+^!!P3.)!<>11.<5.8!53(5,!0(53.0!53(&!;0/5.=54&1!0.7414/><!9/0(7<,!3.!</B.8!84C4<4/&!B3.0.C.0!3.!B.&5!(&8!B(<!>7549(5.7)!3(096>7!5/!53.!0.7414/><!=>75>0.!/6!53.!=/7/&4.<D!!2345.64.78!0.;74.8!53(5!34<!X.&8!4&!;0.(=34&1!B(<!&/5!5/!</B!84C4<4/&<,!A>5!5/!;0/;(1(5.!53.!;>0.!-/<;.7!/6!E.<><!N304<5DY+#!!2345.64.78!=(77.8!b.<<.)!(!A41/5,!(&8!5/78!349!53(5!3.,!2345.64.78,!B(<!X&/!0.<;.=5.0!/6!;.0</&<d!46!(!A4<3/;!=/99455.8!(!6(>75,!%!B/>78!5.77!349!/6!45d!46!(!=/99/&!=7.01)9(&!848!&/5!(=5!(04135,!%!B/>78!A.!60..!B453!349!(7</,!(<!B.77!(<!B453!(!7()9(&DY++!!K&=.!(1(4&,!3.!
                                            +^!%A48a!*]TD!+#!%A48D!++!E/>0&(7!H&50),!"T!O/CD!"#*U,!%A48D!
! "U+!
;7().8!53.!;0/;(1(5/0!(&8!>;3/78.0!/6!50>.!0.7414/&D+U!!!P3.!N/994<<(0)!64&(77)!5/78!'0D!O/A7.,!53.!1.&57.9(&!B3/!3(8!<.&5!6/0!2345.64.78,!5/!64&8!349!(!;>7;45D!!P34<!C.0<4/&!/6!.C.&5<,!8.<=04A.8!A)!2345.64.78!4&!34<!;>A74=!V/>0&(7,!B(<!4&5.&8.8!5/!<41&46)!5/!34<!6/77/B.0<!(&8!8.50(=5/0<!(74F.!53(5!2345.64.78!B(<!A/53!=/00.=5!(&8!C4=5/04/><!4&!34<!4&5.0(=54/&!B453!b.<<.)D!!P3.!N/994<<(0)!3(8!&/!=3/4=.!A>5!5/!)4.78D!!P3(5!(65.0&//&,!2345.64.78!;0.(=3.8!4&!53.!64.78<,!6/77/B.8!A)!(&/53.0!<.09/&!4&!53.!9..54&13/><.!/6!'0D!J.9A.05/&,!(!J0.<A)5.04(&!94&4<5.0D!!P34<!6/77/B.8!(!8.&4(7!/6!53.!><.!/6!53.!S>5=3!N(7C4&4<5!'..54&13/><.,!B34=3!8/>A7.8!(<!(!;7(=.!/6!B/0<34;!6/0!53.!7/=(7!@&174=(&<DUc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
                                            +U!?.&.F.,!D'=12@0-1"'.%26',!"#D!Uc!E/>0&(7!H&50),!"T!O/CD!"#*U,!S(C4<,!.8,!*+,,!*]^D!U"!E/>0&(7!H&50),!"+!O/CD!"#*U,!%A48a!*]#D!
! "UU!
2345.64.78G<!9.<<(1.!53(5!X(77!9(&F4&8!94135!.&V/)!.\>(7!A7.<<4&1,Y!B34=3!5.&8.8!5/!=/&50(=5!34<!/53.0B4<.!N(7C4&4<54=!8/=504&.DU$!!M.=/&87),!53.!B045.0,!B3/!=7.(07)!3(8!</9.!3>9(&4<5!4&=74&(54/&<,!(<F.8!2345.64.78!5/!.R;7(4&!3/B!53.!&.B!A4053,!/0!0.1.&.0(54/&,!B(<!=/&<4<5.&5!B453!X53.!O(5>0(7!J/B.0<!/6!53.!l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a!X53.!L/08!N304<5!B(<!/>0!f4135./><&.<<DYU^!!I.!3(8,!/&=.!(1(4&,!=3(&&.7.8!-/8!5/!(<<.05!34<!7.14549(=)D!!2347.!34<!/;;/&.&5!B(<!>&49;0.<<.8!B453!
                                            U$!XW0/9!53.!-.&57.9(&G<!'(1(:4&.!6/0!'(),!"#*U,Y!D!4,!%<<>.!$"]!ZM.;5.9A.0!"#,!"#*U[a!"!U*!S.7A(&=/,!-)'07'%()01509%(%2K0A1X0?C'.#6%2/0A%8'0Y1/(0-)'#.09'2/'0150!8#"!ZO_a!O//&8()!J0.<<,!"UU^[D!U]!E/>0&(7!H&50),!$*!O/CD!"#*U,!S(C4<,!.8,!*+,,!*T"D!UT!?>57.0,!?X%/)0#20%09'%0150F%#(),!"]*D!U^!E/>0&(7!H&50),!$T!O/CD!"#*U,!S(C4<,!.8,!*+,,!*T$Q*T*D!
! $cc!
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cc!!W/0!2345.64.78,!53.!X74A.05)!/6!=/&<=4.&=.Y!4&!J.&&<)7C(&4(!(66/08.8!53.!9.(&<!6/0!;.0</&<!/6!8466.0.&5!J0/5.<5(&5!<.=5<!5/!74C.!
                                            U#!E/>0&(7!H&50),!$T!O/CD!"#*U,!%A48a!*T$Q*T*D!U+!E/>0&(7!H&50),!$#!O/CD!"#*U,!%A48a!*T]Q*TTD!UU!E/>0&(7!H&50),!$+!O/CD!"#*U,!%A48a!*T#D!"cc!%A48D!
! $c"!
5/1.53.0!(&8!.R;0.<<!53.40!0.7414/<45)!B453/>5!<>;;0.<<4/&!/0!;.0<.=>54/&D!!'/0.!(==>0(5.7),!45!B(<!53.!</05!/6!</9.549.<!10>814&1!5/7.0(&=.!8.<=04A.8!A)!-(0)!f.9.0D"c"!!%5!848!&/5!9.(&!53(5!.(=3!<.=5!B(<!.\>(7,!/0!53(5!/&.!3(8!5/!/66.0!9/0(7!(;;0/C(7!/0!(10..9.&5!5/!53/<.!/6!(!8466.0.&5!<.=5D!%&!<;45.!/6!53.<.!84<(10..9.&5<,!4&84C48>(7<!B.0.!;.09455.8!5/!=3/<.!53.40!/B&!=3>0=3!B453/>5!4&5.06.0.&=.D!2345.64.78!<;.&5!53.!640<5!3(76!/6!S.=.9A.0!50(C.74&1!5/!53.!M/>53D!!I.!;0.(=3.8!34<!B()!530/>13!S.7(B(0.!(&8!'(0)7(&8,!0.9(0F4&1!4&!34<!V/>0&(7<!/&!74557.!(<48.!60/9!A04.6!9.&54/&<!/6!;0().0<!(5!4&84C48>(7!3/9.<!B453!;0/;/&.&5<!/6!53.!&.B!A4053D"c$!!@5!l;;.0!'(07A/0/>13,!b4014&4(,!3.!=/99.&5.8!/&!34<!6.(0<!(A/>5!53.!<;0.(8!/6!S.4<9!4&!53.!N/7/&)D"c*!!S.4<9!=/>78!.453.0!X;0/6.<<!5/!64&8!-/8!530/>13!53.!<41&<!/6!/08.0!(&8!=/&504C(&=.!4&!53.!;3)<4=(7!>&4C.0<.,Y!/0!5/!X84<=/C.0!-/8!530/>13!53.!9/0(7!&(5>0.!/6!9(&DY"c]!!!%&!53.!?0454<3!@9.04=(&!=/7/&4.<!8>04&1!53.!640<5!3(76!/6!53.!.4135..&53!=.&5>0),!S.4<9!B(<,!4&!;(05,!(!0.(=54/&!(1(4&<5!53.!3413!N(7C4&4<9!.<;/><.8!A)!2345.64.78!(&8!/53.0<D"cT!!@<!<>=3,!45<!<;0.(8,!(&8!9/0.!1.&.0(77)!53.!0(54/&(74<9!/6!53.!H&74135.&9.&5,!3(8!53.!;/5.&54(7!5/!>&8.094&.!34<!9.<<(1.!(A/>5!53.!49;/05(&=.!/6!-/874&.<<!(&8!53.!8(&1.0<!/6!<4&!(&8!.5.0&(7!
                                            "c"!f.9.0,!A<C%2#/C0%2@0()'0I)'(1.#60150-1"'.%26',!^D!"c$!E/>0&(7!H&504.<,!$U!O/CDQ^!S.=D!"#*U,!S(C4<,!.8,!*+,,!*T+Q*^*D!"c*!E/>0&(7!H&50),!+!S.=D!"#*U,!%A48a!*^^D!"c]!@D!KB.&!@780481.,!XO(5>0(7!f.7414/&!(&8!S.4<9!4&!@9.04=(!?.6/0.!H53(&!@77.&!(&8!P3/9(<!J(4&.DY!+HbD!!P3408!M.04.<,!b/7D!T],!O/D!]!ZK=5D!"UU#[a!+*^D!"cT!%!2//8A0481.!f47.),!XP3.!f4<.!/6!S.4<9!4&!_(7.!N/77.1.,Y!?,-;!b/7D!U,!O/D!*!ZE>7D!"UcT[a!]#]D!
! $c$!
5/09.&5D"c^!!!@!04<.!4&!45<!;/;>7(045)!=/>78!9(F.!2345.64.78G<!B/0F!(5!=/&C.0<4/&<!3(08.0D!!!O/5!.C.0)!.4135..&53Q=.&5>0)!94&4<5.0!<(B!8.4<9,!F&/B7.81.!/6!-/8!(&8!&(5>0(7!;347/</;3),!(<!A.4&1!4&!=/&674=5D!!?/53!E/3&!2.<7.)!(&8!N/55/&!'(53.0!;>A74<3.8!50(=5<!/&!&(5>0(7!53./7/1)D"c#!!%&!8/4&1!</,!2.<7.)!(&8!'(53.0,!A/53!/6!B3/9!A.74.C.8!4&!-/874&.<<!(&8!53.!8(&1.0<!/6!<4&,!.R;(&8.8,!0(53.0!53(&!=/&50(=5.8,!53.40!(>84.&=.<!4&!(&!(1.!B3.0.!.'8'"%(#12!6/>&8!45<.76!4&!840.=5!=/9;.5454/&!B453!.'%/12D"c+!!!2345.64.78!848!&/5!.9A0(=.!H&74135.&9.&5!0(54/&(74<9,!A>5!34<!;0(19(54<9!848!7.(8!349!5/!(&!>&74F.7)!604.&8<34;!B453!8.4<5!?.&V(94&!W0(&F74&D!!W0(&F74&,!(!<30.B8!A><4&.<<9(&,!848!&/5!(10..!B453!2345.64.78G<!53./7/14=(7!A.74.6<,!A>5!B(<!</!49;0.<<.8!B453!2345.64.78G<!(A4745)!5/!.&0(;5>0.!7(01.!=0/B8<!53(5!3.!B/>&8!>;!;04&54&1!(&8!84<504A>54&1!9(&)!/6!34<!0.7414/><!50(=5<D"cU!!P3.!604.&8<34;!(&8!;(05&.0<34;!A.5B..&!53.!5B/!9.&!477><50(5.8!3/B!<3(0.8!<>;;/05!6/0!0.7414/><!74A.05)!=/>78!A04&1!5/1.53.0!.C.&!53/<.!B3/<.!;.0</&(7!0.7414/><!=/&C4=54/&<!B.0.!84(9.504=(77)!/;;/<.8D""c!S.4<9!B(<!/&.!/6!5B/!/A<5(=7.<!6(=.8!A)!2345.64.78!4&!b4014&4(D!!P3.!<.=/&8!B(<!53(5!b4014&4(!B(<!53.!9/<5!@&174=(&!/6!(77!/6!53.!=/7/&4.<D!!P3.!b4014&4(!N3(05.0!














                                            "$c!E/>0&(7!H&50),!""!S.=D!"#*U,!S(C4<,!.8,!*+,,!*^#D!"$"!E/>0&(7!H&504.<,!"]!(&8!"^!S.=D!"#*U,!%A48a!*^+Q*^UD!"$$!E/>0&(7!H&50),!T!E(&D!"#]c,!%A48a!*+$D!
! $c^!
53.!.R=.<<.<!4&!80.<<!(&8!A.3(C4/0!/6!53/<.!4&!34<!(>84.&=.!50/>A74&1a!X%!\>.<54/&!B3.53.0!53.!=/>05Q.&8!/6!L/&8/&!=/>78!.R=..8!53.9!4&!(66.=5.8!64&.0),!1(4.5)!/6!80.<<,!(&8!(!8.;/059.&5!477QA.=/94&1!;.0</&<!B3/!3(C.!<>=3!S4C4&.!V>819.&5<!7(5.7)!<.&5!(9/&1<5!53.9DY"$*!!2345.64.78!=3/<.!53.40!64&.0)!(<!53.!<>AV.=5!/6!34<!<.09/&,!A>5!34<!9.<<(1.!B(<!(;;(0.&57)!&/5!B.77!0.=.4C.8D!!I.!0.;/05.8a!X%!<..9.8!5/!53.9!(<!/&.!53(5!9/=F.8DY"$]!!2345.64.78G<!8.=4<4/&!5/!<;.(F!(A/>5!53.!.R=.<<4C.!84<;7()!B(<!=/&<4<5.&5!B453!34<!7/&1<5(&84&1!=/&=.0&<!(A/>5!53.!=/00>;54/&!/6!B.(753D!!%5!B(<!(7</!4&84=(54C.!/6!34<!6(47>0.!5/!5(F.!4&5/!(==/>&5!53(5!34<!(>84.&=.!B(<!=/9;04<.8!/6!;7(&5.0!.745.<,!B3/!B.0.!>&74F.7)!5/!A.!5.004A7)!(==.;54&1!/6!34<!=0454=4<9<!/6!53.40!<5)7.!/6!74135D!!!I.!;0.(=3.8!5/!(!9/0.!0.=.;54C.!(>84.&=.!(5!53.!W0.&=3!I>1>.&/5!=3>0=3!53.!&.R5!9/0&4&1D!!P3.!&.R5!8(),!3.!=/&54&>.8!34<!V/>0&(7!</>53!5/!-./014(,!0.(=34&1!M(C(&&(3!53.!9/0&4&1!/6!E(&>(0)!U,!"#]cD!!I(C4&1!<..&!9/0.!/6!53.!?0454<3!@9.04=(&!=/7/&4.<,!3.!0.9(0F.8!53(5!!%!=(&&/5!A>5!14C.!J.&&<)7C(&4(!53.!;0.6.0.&=.D!!P/!9.!45!<..9<!5/!A.!53.!1(08.&!/6!@9.04=(D!!23(5!4<!A.<5!/6!(77,!%!A.74.C.!53.)!3(C.!53.!L/08!6/0!53.40!-/8D!!P34<,!%!4&6.0,!60/9!53.40!3(C4&1!</!9(&)!6(4536>7!94&4<5.0<!<.&5!6/053!(9/&1<5!53.9d!(&8,!.R=.;5!O/053(9;5/&!4&!O.B!H&17(&8,!53.!B/0F!/6!=/&C.0<4/&!3(<!&/5!A..&!=(004.8!/&!B453!</!9>=3!;/B.0!4&!(&)!;(05!/6!@9.04=(D"$T!!%5!4<!=7.(0!53(5!3.!B(<!49;0.<<.8!B453!J.&&G<!X74A.05)!/6!=/&<=4.&=.,Y!.C.&!46!2345.64.78G<!48.(7<!848!&/5!<3(0.!J.&&G<!=7.(0!3>9(&4<5!;347/</;34=(7!0//5<!4&!53.!H&174<3!N4C47!2(0G<!.#:)(/0150!2:"#/)C'2!03.5/04=D!!O/&.53.7.<<,!34<!(<</=4(54/&!B453!
                                            "$*!E/>0&(7!H&50),!^!E(&D!"#]c,!%A48D!"$]!%A48D!"$T!%A48D!
! $c#!
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g>(F.0!<.=5<,!=/99.&54&1!;(054=>7(07)!/6!53.!B()<!4&!B34=3!3.!<(B!-/8!B/0F4&1!530/>13!53.9D"$+!!%&!=/&50(<5,!3.!&/5.8!53(5!53.!=/&10.1(54/&<!/6!53.!N3>0=3!/6!H&17(&8!B.0.!<9(77.0!(&8!53(5!XP3.!N3>0=3!/6!H&17(&8!4<!(5!(!7/B!.AA!4&!53.!;0/C4&=.!4&!1.&.0(7,!(&8!4&!
                                            "$^!'(0F!@D!O/77,!XP3.!@9.04=(&!f.C/7>54/&!(&8!J0/5.<5(&5!HC(&1.74<9DY!,dA,!b/7D!$*,!O/D!*!Z24&5.0!"UU*[a!^"TQ^*+D!"$#N3(>&=),!X@!L.55.0!5/!53.!f.C.0.&8!'0D!2345.64.78!J>A74=7)!N(774&1!l;/&!I49!5/!b4&84=(5.!34<!N/&8>=5,!/0!N/&6.<<!I4<!W(>75<,Y!$D!!"$+!E/>0&(7!H&50),!U!E(&D!"#]c,!S(C4<,!.8,!*+,,!*+]Q*+TD!
! $c+!
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                                            HW_![-4!.74)%&4!+'+1:,0,!-.!,-5&!<.406+'!<5&406+'!2+'6&!40)7+1,!=0)%!10'F,!)-!6-'K74&>!,&&!G&..4&:!L;!<'2&4,-'>!'"2X9#.&)2&5:#)7$2&5;.#)7$2&8"7).*<!\O+)-'!`-78&U!$%&!T-70,0+'+!R)+)&!]'09&4,0):!S4&,,>!"WWI^U!VJ@V_>!JI>!##@#I>!_H@_">!HWW>!HHV>!HP#;!HHW!O+''&4>!M`&1080-7,!O&'&9-1&'6&!+,!R-60+1!E-')4-1U!+!E40)0C7&!-.!+'!D')&4*4&)+)0-'>N!"J;!!!
! "JQ!
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c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j-4F&@$+1?-)!c*0'0-'!1+48&1:!,&))1&2!)%&!5+))&4>!+4870'8!)%+)!




                                            HHV!R&&!Y<]n;!f%))*Udd===;'+)0-'+1+46%09&,;8-9;7Fd*+)%=+:,d?1+6F%0,)-4:d408%),d,1+9&m.4&&;%)5g!k<66&,,&2!HI![&?47+4:!"WH"l!HHJ!B&-48&!/%0)&.0&12>!,-.&@"#B1+&E"%F&R+!_W;!HH#!$-!)%&!Z-'-74+?1&!$47,)&&,!0'!B&-480+>!B1-76&,)&4>!i&6&5?&4!#>!HIVQ>!0'>!D?02U!"WQ;!
! "#W!
]*=+42,!-.!.09&!)%-7,+'2!*-7'2,!%+9&!?&&'!&(*&'2&2q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q)%+)!B&-480+!'&9&4!6+'!-4!=011!?&!+!.1-740,%0'8!*4-90'6&!=0)%-7)!'&84-&,;NHH_!!/%01&!*4-50,0'8!)%&!$47,)&&,!)%+)!%&!=-712!'-)!?40'8!+':!-.!%0,!,1+9&,!0')-!)%&!E-1-':!011&8+11:>!%&!+1,-!5+2&!0)!C70)&!61&+4!)%+)!%&!=-712!6-')0'7&!)-!6+5*+08'!)-!1&8+10A&!,1+9&4:;!!MD!+5!+,!=0110'8!+,!&9&4!)-!2-!+11!D!6+'!.-4!B&-480+!+'2!)%&!c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
                                            HHI!D?02;!HHQ!D?02;!HH_!D?02U!"W_;!H"W!D?02;!
! "#H!
6+5*+08'!,&&5&2!)-!+)!1+,)!?&!%+90'8!,-5&!05*+6);!!Z&!)-12!%&4!)%+)!MY&=,!+1,-!=+,!?4-78%)!5&!1+,)!'08%)>!)%+)!)%&!'&84-&,!+4&!+11-=&2!?:!)%&!)47,)&&,!.-4!B&-480+;!!D.!,->!)%+)!*4-90'6&>!7'2&4!B-2>!=011!.1-740,%;!!O1&,,&2!?&!8-2>!D!+5!5-4&!%&+4):!)%+'!D!%+9&!?&&'!.-4!+!1-'8!,&+,-';NH"H!!/%0)&.0&12!,+=!)%&!1&8+10A+)0-'!-.!,1+9&4:!+,!*+4)!*&4,-'+1!906)-4:!+'2!*+4)!2090'&!=011;!!D)!+,!B-23,!=011!.-4!B&-480+!)-!*4-,*&4>!+'2!+**+4&')1:!B-2!+1,-!+**4-9&2!,1+9&4:;!![-4!5-,)!-.!%0,!+271)!10.&>!/%0)&.0&12!0')&4*4&)&2!&9&'),!)%+)!=&4&!.+9-4+?1&!)-!%05!+,!-667440'8!?:!2090'&!=011;!!!/%&'!,1+9&4:!202!6-5&!)-!B&-480+>!0'!HIJH>!)%&!$47,)&&,!2&)&450'&2!)%+)!)%&:!=&4&!,+)0,.0&2!)%+)!,1+9&4:!=+,!M6-',0,)&')!=0)%!)%&!a,+.&):3!-.!B&-480+>N!+'2!)%+)!,1+9&4:!=-712!M6-'276&!)-!)%&!k6-1-':3,l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c.!*+4)0671+4!,08'0.06+'6&!)-!/%0)&.0&12>!)%&!$47,)&&,3!,1+9&!6-2&!.-4?+2&!?1+6F,!.4-5!=-4F0'8!-'!R7'2+:,!+'2!4&C704&2!)%&04!-='&4,!)-!*4-902&!4&1080-7,!0',)476)0-';!!$%&!E-2&!M&5*%+,0A&2!)%&!4&1080-7,!27):!-.!)%&!E%40,)0+'!5+,)&4!)-=+42!%0,!?-'2,5+'>N!
                                            H"H!$-!)%&!E-7')&,,!-.!Z>!T-'2-'>!Y-9;!HV>!HIVQ!0'!D?02U!"WH;!H""!/--2>!8%$6.#<&)2&'"%"2)$%&K."#0)$>!QP;!H"P!D?02;!H"V!D?02;!H"J!D?02;!
! "#"!
=%06%!=+,!.711:!6-',0,)&')!=0)%!/%0)&.0&123,!90,0-'!-.!)%&!?&'&9-1&')!E%40,)0+'!5+,)&4;H"#!/%0)&.0&12!=+,!&1+)&2>!)%-78%!%0,!*4&90-7,!6-55&'),>!640)06+1!-.!,1+9&4:>!6+5&!?+6F!)-!%+7')!%05;!!Z&!,-78%)!)-!4&6-'601&!%0,!'&=.-7'2!&5?4+6&!-.!,1+9&4:!=0)%!)%&!5-4+1!+5?0870)0&,!=0)%!4&,*&6)!)-!E%40,)0+'0):!+'2!,1+9&4:;!D'!HIJH>!%&!,)011!20,+84&&2!=0)%!)%&!5+''&4!0'!=%06%!,1+9&,!=&4&!?4-78%)!.4-5!<.406+>!?7)!%0,!&(*&40&'6&,!0'!)%&!6-1-'0&,!%+2!&4-2&2!%0,!4&,&49+)0-',!)-=+42!,1+9&4:;!!`&,*-'20'8!)-!X4;!O;!O40,)-1>!+'!+6C7+0')+'6&!0'!T-'2-'>!%&!=4-)&>!M%+2!X4;!Z&'4:!?&&'!0'!<5&406+>!D!?&10&9&!%&!=-712!%+9&!,&&'!)%&!1+=.71'&,,!+'2!'&6&,,0):!-.!%+90'8!'&84-&,!k,06lN!0'!<5&406+;H"I!!Z0,!HIJH!+,,&4)0-',!)%+)!%&!M%+2!'-!2-7?)!-.!)%&!1+=.71'&,,!-.!,1+9&4:N!5+4F&2!+!20,)0'6)!6%+'8&!.4-5!%0,!*-,0)0-'!&1&9&'!:&+4,!&+410&4>!=%&4&!%&!=4-)&!M=%&)%&4!0)!?&!1+=.71!.-4!6%40,)0+',!k,06l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
                                            H"#!D?02U!QJ;!H"I!T&))&4!$-!X4;!O;>!O40,)-1>!X+46%!"">!HIJH!0'!D?02U!VWV@VWJ;!H"Q!M<!T&))&4!)-!)%&!D'%+?0)+'),!-.!X+4:1+'2>!b0480'0+>!Y-4)%!+'2!R-7)%@E+4-10'+>N!R+9+''+%>!G+';!"P>!HIVW!0'!/%0)&.0&12>!,-.&@"#B1+&E"%F&\>!/%0)&.0&12!)-!X4;!O;>!O40,)-1>!X+46%!"">!HIJH!0'!/%0)&.0&12>!,-.&@"#B1+&E"%F&R>!VWV@VWJ;!H"_!/%0)&.0&12!)-!X4;!O;>!O40,)-1>!X+46%!"">!HIJH!0'!D?02;!!
! "#P!
*-=&4!-9&4!%0,!*7?106>!+,!7'2&450'0'8!,-60+1!-42&4;!!i740'8!)%&04!0'.+5-7,!&(6%+'8&!0'!HIVW>!B+42&'!%+2!M6-5*+4&2!/%0)&.0&12!)-!ac109&40+',>!`+')&4,>!o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c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r!!/%&'!*+,,0'8!+1-'8>qD!%+9&!90&=&2!:-74!*1+')+)0-',!61&+4&2!+'2!671)09+)&2>!5+':!,*+60-7,!%-7,&,!?701)>!+'2!)%&!-='&4,!-.!)%&5!.+40'8!,75*)7-7,1:qHP"!!$%&,&!=-42,!=&4&!.17'8!?+6F!+)!%05!+,!%&!?&8+'!)-!7)010A&!,1+9&,!0'!%0,!-='!&'2&+9-4,;!!<,!%0,)-40+'![4&2!/0)A08!2&5-',)4+)&,>!/%0)&.0&123,!640)06,>!+'2!




                                            HPP!8'K>!P!c6);!HIVH>!+'2![4&2!/0)A08>!ME-0'0'8!i7*&,q>N!I;!HPV!X4;![4+'F10'e!<!X0'0,)&43,!i7):!)-!X&'q>N!>K>!D,,7&!_HW!\X+:!"">!HIV#^U!He!M<29&4)0,&5&')>N!KK>!D,,7&!__!\"H![&?;!HI#J^U!Pe!M<29&4)0,&5&')>N!AC>>!D,,7&!HJVJ!\HJ!<*401!HI#J^U!H!HPJ!M$%&!X+''&4!-.!)%&!E%0124&'3,!R*&'20'8!)%&04!$05&!+)!)%&!c4*%+'!Z-7,&!0'!B&-480+>N!KF&!$0F!\[&?47+4:!H>!HIVH^U!HP";!
! "#J!
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c'&!-.!)%&!)+6)06,!%0,!640)06,!)--F!=+,!)-!*+0')!%05!+,!+'!-7),02&4>!=%06%>!0'!5+':!,&',&,>!%&!=+,;!!<!*-,0)09&!2&5-',)4+)0-'!-.!%0,!0'9-19&5&')!=+,!64760+1!0.!%&!=+')&2!)-!+**&+4!*+4)!-.!)%&!6-557'0):>!4+)%&4!)%+'!+,!+'!-7),02&4!=%-!-66+,0-'+11:!90,0)&2;!!$%042>!!/%0)&.0&12!-?90-7,1:!%-*&2!)-!05*4&,,!)%&!*7?106!=0)%!)%&!c4*%+'!Z-7,&3,!4&1080-7,!50,,0-';!!D'!&,,&'6&>!%&!=+,!)4:0'8!)-!6-7')&4!+')0@4&909+10,)!640)06,!10F&!E-550,,+4:!B+42&';!!]1)05+)&1:>!/%0)&.0&123,!*7?106!4&1+)0-',!6+5*+08',>!?-)%!0'!5+F0'8!*7?106!%0,!c4*%+'!Z-7,&!+6)090)0&,>!+'2!5-4&!8&'&4+11:>!)-!*+0')!%05,&1.!+,!+!4&,*&6)+?1&!5&5?&4!-.!)%&!6-557'0):>!.+01&2;!!c9&4+11>!0.!/%0)&.0&123,!2&.&',&!-.!,1+9&4:!+**&+4&2!)-!?40'8!%05!0')-!10'&!=0)%!)%&!<'8106+'!E%746%>!0)!=+,!=%-11:!0',7..060&')!)-!-9&46-5&!%0,!1&'8)%:!4&6-42!-.!6+,)08+)0'8!*-10)&!<'8106+'!,-60&):!+'2!*-106:!0'!)%&!E-1-'0&,;!!D)!+1,-!6-712!'-)!5+F&!7*!.-4!%0,!.4&C7&')!640)060,5,!-.!)%&!E%746%!-.!L'81+'2!.-4!0),!.+0174&!0'!)%&!,-7)%&4'!6-1-'0&,!)-!6-'9&4)!,1+9&,;!!!
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                                            DZD!C*//%&9!d&))(-:!X@*/;(./(6!N&7*()-^!O.)&-!.'!A.)/&)/(.)!()!/%&!Q*;+=!N&,15+(6:Y!()!V-&)51;8!*)3!O1;-/&():!&3-:!N-2+*4%/)C*";E6!D"EG!DZZ!V5(3G!
! "E"!
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b!!X$%&!(3&*-:!/%&!'&*;-:!/%&!,*//&;)!.'!;&-,.)-&-!*)3!&S,&6/*/(.)-!()!,15+(6!*''*(;-!;&0&*+&3!5=!/%&!N&0.+1/(.)*;=!+&*3&;-!5&'.;&!V)3&,&)3&)6&:Y!O*(+=)!9;./&:!X,;.0&!()!'*6/!/.!%*0&!5&&)!51(+/!()/.!/%&!0&;=!-/;16/1;&!.'!,.+(/(6*+!61+/1;&!()!&(8%/&&)/%K6&)/1;=!





















                                            D"E![*75&;/:!O,)%!-I;5";#%!*+,)2E%*;5%+,)%P4*@)%-.%/)4"#"-;%";%?C)2"@*:!ZFRG!D"`!V5(3G!D"R!V5(3^!D"#G!
! "ER!
*//;(51/&3!/.!Q)8+(-%!2%(8-:!51/!/%&;&!(-!).!&0(3&)6&!&(/%&;!/%*/!%&!-&+'K(3&)/('(&3!*-!.)&:!.;!/%*/!*)=.)&!()!/%&!6.+.)(&-!(3&)/('(&3!%(7!*-!*!2%(8G!!I)3:!*-!C*;P!B.++!3&7.)-/;*/&-:!;&0(0*+(-7!9*-!)./!*+9*=-!6.7,*/(5+&!9(/%!/%&!2%(8!(3&.+.8=!/%*/!'1&+&3!/%&!I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.)G!!c.)*/%*)!Q39*;3-!9*-:!*-!B.++!)./&3:!6*-/(8*/&3!5=!/%.-&!/1/.;&3!()!XN&*+!2%(8!@.+(/(6*+!;&*-.)()8:Y!9%.!1-&3!/%&!+*)81*8&!.'!2%(8(-7!/.!6%*++&)8&!*)=!;&+(8(.1-!,;&*6%()8!/%&=!-*9!*-!-188&-/(0&!.'!/%&!()'+1&)6&!.'!/%&!A%1;6%!.'!Q)8+*)3GDbF!!Q0&)!/%.18%!%&!()/&;7()8+&3!6.)-(3&;*5+=!9(/%!3(--&)/&;-!*)3:!.)!7*)=!.66*-(.)-:!9*-!6;(/(6*+!.'!/%&!5&%*0(.;-!.'!*!)175&;!.'!A%1;6%!.'!Q)8+*)3!6+&;8=:!2%(/&'(&+3!(3&)/('(&3!0&;=!-/;.)8+=!9(/%!/%&!A%1;6%!.'!Q)8+*)3G!!$%(-!7*P&-!%(7!*!0&;=!1)+(P&+=!2%(8G!!2%(/&'(&+34-!,.+(/(6-!()-/&*3:!9&;&!X716%!7.;&!3&/&;7()&3!5=!*)/(KA*/%.+(6(-7!/%*)!;&,15+(6*)(-7GYDbD!!I)/(K;&0(0*+(-/!*)3!-/*1)6%!2%(/&'(&+3!6;(/(6!A%*;+&-!A%*1)6=!9*-:!()!6.)/;*-/!/.!2%(/&'(&+3:!716%!7.;&!()6+()&3!/.!&7,+.=!N&*+!2%(8!(3&.+.8=!';.7!/%&!,1+,(/:!*+/%.18%!%&:!/..:!9*-!-/(++!,;&K3.7()*)/+=!6.)6&;)&3!9(/%!()'+*/()8!*)/(KA*/%.+(6!-&)/(7&)/-!/%;.18%.1/!/%&!6.+.)(&-:!Xj;&'&;;()8!/.!/%&!,.,&!*-!/%&!jI)/(KA%;(-/4!*)3!/%&!jC*)!.'!-()4Y!*-!6.+.)(-/-!6&+&5;*/&3!O;(/(-%!3&'&*/-!.0&;!A*/%.+(6!M;*)6&!'.++.9()8!/%&!?(&8&!.'![.1(-5.1;8GDbZ!!Q0&)!('!/%(-!6*)!5&!*;81&3!*-!,*/;(./(-7:!()!/%&!6.)/&S/!.'!/%&!?&0&)!]&*;-!2*;:!(/!(-!-/(++!=2"+"E,!,*/;(./(-7:!;*/%&;!/%*)!I7&;(6*)G!!$%&;&!9&;&!.66*-(.)*+!;&'&;&)6&-!/.!I7&;(6*!*)3!I7&;(6*)-!








                                            Dbb!V5(3^!ZG!Db#!V5(3^!bG!DbL!V5(3G!DbE!V5(3G!Db`!V5(3G!
! "`Z!
@*;+(*7&)/:!*)3!8.0&;)&3!5=![*9-!7*3&!5=!/%&(;!A.)-&)/:!*-!9&!).!*;&GYDbR!!H(-!1-&!.'!/%(-!,*;/(61+*;!+*)81*8&!9*-!*++!/%&!7.;&!-(8)('(6*)/:!9%&;&*-!%&!3&+(0&;&3!/%(-!-&;7.)!()!@%(+*3&+,%(*:!*!+.6*+(/=!9(/%!6.)-(3&;*5+&!o1*P&;:!@;&-5=/&;(*)!*)3!./%&;!3(--&)/&;!,.,1+*/(.)-G!!V/!%*;P&)&3!5*6P!/.!/%&!0(.+&)6&!.'!/%&!Q)8+(-%!A(0(+!2*;!*)3!/%&!U+.;(.1-!N&0.+1/(.)!*)3!/%&!-/;188+&!'.;!;&+(8(.1-!/.+&;*/(.)!'*6&3!5=!3(--&)/&;-!()!U;&*/!O;(/*()G!B.)&/%&+&--:!/%&-&!,.+(/(6-!9&;&!.+3!O;(/(-%!,.+(/(6-!*)3!/%(-!-&;7.)!;&()'.;6&-!9%*/!%(-!6.)/&7,.;*;(&-!-*9!.'!2%(/&'(&+3!m!)./!*!7*)!.'!;&5&++(.):!51/!*!7*)!9%.!6&;/*()+=!6.1+3!-/(;!.+3!3(--&)/()8!O;(/(-%!'&&+()8-!*)3!'&*;-!6.)6&;)()8!;&+(8(.1-!,&;-&61/(.)G!I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.)*;(&-!3(3!;*(-&!6.)6&;)-!*5.1/!;&,;&-&)/*/(.)G!!!V)3&&3:!/%(;/=!=&*;-!+*/&;:!/%&(;!;&f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e3&-6&)3&3!';.7!*!M*/%&;!\/%&!3&,.-&3!c*7&-!VVa:!9%.:!9%&)!d1P&!.'!].;P:!,1/!*++!?6./+*)3!()/.!A.)'1-(.)g!*)3!*'/&;9*;3-!9%&)!6;.9)&3!n()8!.'!Q)8+*)3:!'.;!%(-!*;5(/;*;=!*)3!/=;*))(6*+!U.0&;)7&)/:!5./%!()!A%1;6%!*)3!?/*/&:!9*-!f1-/+=!.5+(8&3!/.!*53(6*/&!/%&!$%;.)&:!5=!/%&!I--&;/.;-!.'!O;(/(-%![(5&;/=eD#D!
                                            DbR!V5(3^!#G!D#F!V5(3G!D#D!V5(3G!
! "`"!
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c&-1-!A%;(-/GYD#Z!!A%;(-/(*)(/=!m!*)3!,*;/(61+*;+=!*3%&;&)6&!/.!/%&!/;1&!A%;(-/(*)(/=:!*-!,;&-6;(5&3!5=!2%(/&'(&+3!m!9*-!*!6.)6&;)!/%*/!3&'(&3!)*/(.)*+!5.1)3*;(&-G!!2%(/&'(&+3!3(-61--&3!X';&&3.7:Y!()!/%(-!-&;7.):!51/!/.!%(7:!-&;0(6&!/.!U.3!X(-!,&;'&6/!M;&&3.7GYD#"!V/!9*-!*!-,(;(/1*+!';&&3.7:!*P()!/.!/%&!.)&!%&!*-6;(5&3!'.;!*++!-.1+-:!()6+13()8!-+*0&-:!;*/%&;!/%*)!*!,.+(/(6*+!';&&3.7!/%*/!A%;(-/(*)!9;(/&;-!*)3!-6%.+*;-!%*0&!-.7&/(7&-!*-6;(5&3!/.!%(7GD#b!!$%(-!-&;7.)!(-!;&'+&6/(0&:!.)6&!*8*():!.'!2%(/&'(&+34-!,;(7*;=!6.)6&;)!9(/%!&/&;)*+!7*//&;-G!! >/%&;!-&;7.)-!.'!2%(/&'(&+34-!6.)/*()&3!9*;)()8-!*5.1/!;&+(8(.1-!.,,;&--(.):!/%.18%!/%&=!&(/%&;!;&'&;&)6&3!/%&!,&;-&61/(.)-!'*6&3!5=!,;(7(/(0&!








                                            D#R!@*/;(6(*!WG!O.).7(:!XjH(,,.6;*/&-!$9()-^4!N&+(8(.)!*)3!@.+(/(6-!()!/%&!I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.)GY!O,)%T"E+-2B%O)*@,)2:!_.+G!ZR:!B.G!Z!\M&5G:!DRRLa^!DbDKDbZG!DLF!V5(3G!DLD!?&&!,*;/(61+*;+=!N1//&)51;8:!XU&.;8&!2%(/&'(&+3:Y!bZRKb#`!*)3!B.++:!X$%&!I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.)!*)3!@;./&-/*)/!Q0*)8&+(6*+(-7GY!:DT:!_.+G!Z":!B.G!":!N&+(8(.)!*)3!H(-/.;=!\2()/&;:!DRR"a^!LD#KL"`G!DLZ!B.++:!?C)2"@*]E%1-5:!ELG!DL"!V5(3:!ELG!DLb!V5(3:!ELG!
! "`L!
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f.;(/=!.'!I7&;(6*)-:Y![*75&;/!)./&-:!/%*/!X;&+(8(.1-!/=;*))=!*)3!,;(&-/6;*'/!71-/!5&!;../&3!.1/!.'!6%1;6%!*)3!-/*/&GYDL#!V/!9*-!1,!/.!/%&!()3(0(31*+!X/.!3&6(3&!7*//&;-!.'!'*(/%GYDLL!$%(-!5&+(&'!9*-!,*;/+=!/%&!;&-1+/!.'!/%&!U;&*/!I9*P&)()8!*)3!,*;/+=!.'!/%&!Q)+(8%/&)7&)/GDLE!X$%;&*/-!/.!;&+(8(.1-!';&&3.7Y!9*-!/.!5&!*--1;&3!5=!X0(;/1.1-!()3(0(31*+-Y!9%.!6.1+3!X6%&6P!,.9&;!6.)6&)/;*/&3!()!/%&!6.1;/!*)3!6%1;6%GY!!O./%!I7&;(6*)!d(--&)/&;-!*)3!N*3(6*+!2%(8-!-*9!;&+(8(.1-!+(5&;/=!*-!*!'*6&/!.'!6(0(+!+(5&;/(&-GDL`!!2%(/&'(&+3!9*-!6&;/*()+=!-&&)!*-!0(;/1.1-!5=!%(-!'.++.9&;-:!51/!.)6&!*8*():!%(-!3&*/%!5&'.;&!/%&!I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.)!+(7(/-!%(-!1-&!*-!*!-=75.+!.'!I7&;(6*)!;&+(8(.1-!+(5&;/=G!I-![*75&;/!*+-.!.5-&;0&-:!/%&!-/;188+&!'.;!;&+(8(.1-!';&&3.7!9*-!)./!*!-(7,+&!7*//&;!.'!*66.77.3*/()8!*!X5;.*3:!6*/%.+(6!0(&9!.'!A%;(-/(*)(/=GYDLR!$%&!X5(//&;!3(0(3&-Y!/%*/!&S(-/&3!5&/9&&)!A*/%.+(6-!*)3!@;./&-/*)/-:!*)3!5&/9&&)!
                                            DL#![*75&;/:!O,)%!-I;5";#%!*+,)2E%*;5%+,)%P4*@)%-.%/)4"#"-;%";%?C)2"@*:!D`FG!DLL!V5(3G!DLE!V5(3G!DL`!V5(3^!D`DG!DLR!V5(3^!EG!
! "`E!
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b!!H&;!,.&7!3&,(6/&3!2%(/&'(&+3!*-!*!-,(;(/1*+!-*0(.;!.'!/%&!6.+.)(&-G!!$%&!-&6.)3!*)3!/%(;3!0&;-&-!.'!%&;!&+&8=!*;&!3&0./&3!*+7.-/!()!/%&(;!&)/(;&/=:!/.!3&-6;(5()8!9%*/!%&!7&*)/!'.;!;&+(8(.1-!+('&!()!/%&!6.+.)(&-^!2%&)!%(-!ICQNVAIB?!9&;&!51;3&)v3!-.;&:!








                                            DE`!2%&*/+&=:!XI)!Q+&8(*6!@.&7:Y!LG!DER!B.++:!?C)2"@*]E%1-5:!EEG!D`F!V5(3G!D`D!V5(3G!
! "RF!
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